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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Considerable effort is currently being put forth to 

understand the dynamics of electrical pumping of laser gas 

mixtures. Extensive computer codes exist which are used to 

predict the behavior of electrical discharges through these 

media. An experiment was formulated at the Los Alamos 

National Laboratory in Los Alamos, New Mexico, to charac-

terize the resistive phase of fast electrical discharges 

through several gases in support of these codes. This 

involves accurate measurements of the voltage dropped 

across the discharge and the current flowing through the 

gas on nanosecond time scales. 

Research personnel at Los Alamos desired a single 

voltage probe which could accurately measure the DC voltage 

across the gas just prior to breakdov/n, as well as allowing 

the recording of the details of the voltage fall as the 

current increased through the gas. No voltage probes have 

been previously developed which will meet the exacting 

parameters required for this experiment; namely, to measure 

both DC and nanosecond time scale changing voltages at the 

100 KV level required. The development of such a probe for 

the Los Alamos National Laboratory is described herein [1]. 
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Resistive probes have been developed for fast rise-

time, high voltage measurements [2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9]. These 

probes dissipate too much power for DC measurements due to 

their lov7 input resistances. 

Capacitive probes are also well understood and have 

been designed for fast risetime measurements, but these are 

also not suited to DC measurements [10,11,12,13,14,15,16, 

17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24]. 

A high voltage probe was developed which combines the 

most desirable characteristics of the resistive and 

capacitive probes in such a way as to preserve the fast 

response time while allowing the measurement of DC and low 

frequency, high voltage signals. This was accomplished 

with a high resistance divider for DC and low frequency 

response operating in parallel with a combination resistive 

and capacitive divider for good high frequency response. 



CHAPTER II 

COMMON PROBE DESIGNS 

General Information 

The most common types of voltage probes are purely 

resistive and capacitive dividers. The most basic form of 

each of these probes is illustrated in Figure 1. Each 

probe, whether it is resistive or capacitive, exhibits the 

minimum number of components for voltage division. Both 

require the use of some accessory instrument such as an 

oscilloscope or digitizer for recording waveforms. 

Resistive Dividers 

The resistive divider is the most straightforward type 

of voltage probe to analyze and construct. As is implied, 

the voltage to be measured is divided across the probe 

elements such that the output voltage is proportional to 

RQ/(RQ+KRQ) and also the input voltage. For high voltage 

probes, the value of K is normally much greater than one 

yielding an attenuation or division ratio approximately 

equal to 1/K. This also implies that almost all of the 

input voltage is impressed across resistor KR^j, or the high 

voltage arm, and a much smaller potential is dropped across 

the termination resistor, or low voltage arm. 
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Figure 1. Basic probe types: (a) resistive 
divider; (b) capacitive divider. 



Let us now consider a specific application for this 

seemingly ideal voltage probe. Consider a case in which we 

want to measure some voltage in the 10 to lO^ range which 

has significant variations on a nanosecond time scale. In 

addition, we will assume that the DC component of the 
4 R 

voltage is also in the 10 to 10-̂  V level. It is clear 

that some steady state power is dissipated in the probe 

resistors, primarily the high voltage arm. If we restrict 

this power dissipation to a few tens of watts, one can show 

that KRQ must be in the 100 M range at the 100 KV DC input 

level. 

The frequency response of our simple resistive divider 

is theoretically infinite, but can it be physically 

realized? The ansv/er, of course, is no, as one alv/ays has 

stray capacitive and inductive elements with which to 

contend. Consider the effect of a relatively small 

capacitance coupling the center of the high voltage arm to 

ground. At this point the resistive source resistance is 

25 Míí. Even a small capacitance such as 0.1 pF has a RC 

time constant of 2.5 ys. In this example our probe will 

not accurately attenuate signals with risetimes on the 

order of 2.5 ys or less. The obvious way to eliminate or 

at least diminish the problem of inadequate high frequency 

response is to decrease the value of the high voltage arn 

resistance. Decreasing the resistance by a factor of 1000 

in the preceeding example would yield a response time of a 



few nanoseconds. In addition, the DC power dissipation 

would also increase 1000 times, certainly an unacceptable 

level. One may conclude that resistive dividers are most 

suitable for measuring high DC voltages with slow varia-

tions relative to a nanosecond time scale, or for measuring 

much faster transient wave forms with little or no DC 

component. Obviously, no single resistive probe will serve 

both purposes. 

Capacitive Probes 

The capacitive divider exhibits the same basic form as 

the resistive divider. As the name implies, the resistors 

have been replaced with capacitors as shown in Figure Ib. 

The high voltage arm is a capacitance of value CQ and the 

low voltage arm has a capacitance of KCQ in parallel with a 

resistance R^. One must include R Q , which is the input 

resistance of the amplifier which will be used to measure 

the voltage across the low voltage arm. The attenuation 

ratio of the capacitive divider is therefore 1/K for 

frequencies at which the impedance of the low voltage arm 

is much less than the impedance, RQ. As with the resistive 

divider, it also is assumed that K >> 1. 

Let us now consider the use of a capacitive divider to 

measure 100 KV voltages with risetimes of a few nano-

seconds. V/e shall restrict the input impedance to 100 K9, 

or greater in order to prevent our divider from heavily 
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loading the voltage source. The input impedance of our 

divider is approximately 1/(27^^0^). A convenient frequency 

of interest for comparison is 100 MHz. A probe whose 

response is down by 0.707 (-3 dB) at 100 MHz has a 10 to 

90^ risetime of a few nanoseconds, specifically, 3.5 ns. 

Using an impedance of 100 fi and a frequency of 100 MHz, C^ 

is determined to be less than or equal to 16 pF. The 

attenuation of our 100 KV probe should be about 1/10,000 

to make the output level compatible with most high input 

impedance amplifiers; hence, K = 10,000. If the physical 

size of the divider capacitors is small, the component 

inductances will be lov/ enough for our divider to function 

at 100 l Hz. This is a reasonable assumption, as almost all 

100 KV, high frequency systems v/ill be oil or vacuum 

insulated. Typical voltage stresses in oil insulation 

systems are on the order of 50 KV/cm. Consequently, one 

can make a capacitive divider for very high voltages with 

excellent high frequency response. It is the low frequency 

and DC response that is now a problem. V/e are limited to 

amplifiers with finite input resistances, so it is clear 

that the capacitive divider cannot be used for DC measure-

ments in this case. The low frequency response will be 

determined primarily by the time constant of the termina-

tion capacitance in parallel v/ith the termination resis-

tance. Using our previous example and a typical amplifier 

input resistance of 1 Míî, we have an RC time constant of 
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160 ms. In other words, the output of the divider in 

response to a step input function will decay to 1/e, or 

37^, in 160 ms. In addition, high voltage dividers with 

nanosecond risetimes are usually terminated with a resis-

tive divider connected to a 50 íî coaxial cable in order to 

remove the low voltage amplifier from the harsh high 

voltage environment. This typically brings the shunt 

resistance down to between 100 n and 1 Kíî with the accom-

panying reduction in the low voltage arm time constant. It 

is therefore clear that the capacitive divider is quite 

useful for measuring nanosecond risetime high voltage 

signals as long as the DC and lov/ frequency components are 

not of interest. 

The Compensated Divider 

In many high voltage electrical systems, it is 

necessary to measure DC and high frequency signals simul-

taneously. The traditional approach to this measurement 

problem is to use what is generally described as a compen-

sated divider. This is nothing more than the parallel 

combination of a resistive and a capacitive divider. 

Figure 2 illustrates a simple divider of this type. One 

may view the operation of the compensated divider as two 

separate dividers with the same voltage division ratio. 

Mathematically, this implies that RiC, = RpCp, or in other 

words, the time constants of the high voltage and low 
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Figure 2. A simplified compensated divider. 
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voltage arms are equal. All commercially available wide 

bandwidth probes with DC response are variations of this 

basic scheme, and are designed for use with high input 

impedance amplifiers. By using high input impedance 

amplifiers, the DC input resistance of the probe may be 

many megohms for low loading of the source and low DC power 

dissipation. The capacitance and resistance of the low 

voltage arm are set equal to the input capacitance and 

resistance, respectively, of the amplifier. A graph 

showing the peak and DC voltage ratings vŝ . the risetime of 

many typical commercially available probes is shown in 

Figure 3. Design and construction of probes which operate 

above this curve become increasingly more complex and 

expensive, when technically possible at all. Commercial 

voltage probes are available v/hich have DC ratings to 20 KV 

with a risetime of about 4.7 ns [25]. Voltage probes with 

DC measurement capability above 20 KV have increasingly 

longer risetimes. There exists a need for a 100 KV DC 

probe with a risetime on the order of a fev/ nanoseconds. 

An effort to develop such a probe was therefore undertaken. 

A VJide Bandwidth High Voltage Probe 

In almost all cases of interest, it is desirable for a 

voltage divider to have a linear transfer function as a 

function of both voltage and frequency. Such a divider is 

shown in Figure 4. An arbitrary impedance function, Z(s), 
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is defined for the termination or low voltage arm of the 

divider. The impedance of the high voltage arm is a 

constant multiple of the termination impedance. The 

transfer function is therefore 1/(1 + K), or approximately 

1/K for K >> 1. The response of such a divider is linear 

by definition. In practice, one only expects to realize 

this linear function throughout a frequency band of finite 

width. To be linear in response to varying voltage levels 

within some finite range, we must restrict ourselves to 

using components whose impedance is a weak function of the 

voltage level encountered. For our purpose, we shall 

define weak as a 1% change in response of the divider to 

input levels between 10 V and 100 KV. 

Let us now consider an extension of the ideal divider 

illustrated in Figure 4. The high voltage arm, v/hich has 

an impedance of KZ(s), may be divided into N networks in 

series, each of which is identical, as shown in Figure 5. 

Now one can set ^, = Kp = . . . = K such that the total 

impedance of this arm is: 

n 

Z = y K Z(s) . (Eq. 1) 
a Z-̂  q 

q=l 
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The division ratio of the divider, G, is now: 

Z(s) 

^ = "H • (Eq. 2) 

2] \ Z(s) + Z(s) 
q=l 

By defining K = K/n and assuming K >> 1, Equation 2 

reduces to a familiar result: 

G = 1/K . (Eq. 3) 

One may also show that for the divider shown in 

Figure 5, the voltage across each section of the high 

voltage arm is equal to the input voltage, V., divided by N 

for large values of K. This observation is quite important 

for fast risetime, high voltage probes. By dividing the 

probe into multiple sections, one reduces the voltage which 

is impressed across each section. Since we desire a 

divider with a low voltage coefficient (or high linearity), 

we must reduce the component voltages to levels where such 

nonlinearities are acceptable. The availability of 100 KV 

components, namely, resistors and capacitors, is also quite 

limited, whereas there is a much larger selection of 

components suitable for use at 10 KV or less. In addition, 

the physical size of 100 KV components makes them difficult 

to use at very high frequencies. This is due to the large 

self-inductance and stray capacitances which are associated 
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with physically large devices. A component which is rated 

at a lower voltage, and hence is physically smaller, will 

be much more appropriate for high frequency use. A high 

voltage, fast risetime probe was therefore designed using 

these principles. 



CHAPTER III 

A NOVEL PROBE DESIGN 

Theoretical Approach 

A new voltage probe was designed based on these 

initial specifications: 

1. 100 KV DC rating; 

2. DC input resistance of 100 Míí or higher; 

3. system risetime of a fev/ nanoseconds; 

4. compatibility v/ith conventional oscilloscopes 
via a 50 ft long cable; and 

5. overall accuracy of ĵ  1%, 

The combination of these requirements is particularly 

difficult to handle with conventional designs. The 100 KV 

DC rating with low power dissipation necessitates the 

100 Míî DC resistance. This eliminates using a lov/ input 

impedance (50 Í2 ) amplifier due to the excessive signal 

attenuation. In addition, this requires the output cable 

to terminate into a high input impedance amplifier without 

signal distortion caused by reflections in the transmission 

line. 

The design which ultimately satisfied these require-

ments is shown in Figure 6 in an abbreviated form for 

17 
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clarity. Consider a three section probe consisting of a 

high voltage arm and an intermediate coupling stage. The 

first section, the high voltage arm, contains R, , C, and 

R^, k 50 Q transmission line, Rp, Cp and R^ comprise the 

coupling stage, and the termination is made up of R^, C^ 

and R^. By considering the system as two probes in 

parallel, the operation is more easily understood. 

The DC probe contains elements R̂ , , Rc, Rp and R,-. 

Most of the input voltage is dropped across R^, a 1000 MÍ2 

high voltage resistor. Rr is a 100 KQ. termination resis-

tor, across which the output voltage is viewed. The values 

of Rp and Rj- are 50 9, and 50 Mfi, respectively, and have 

little effect on the DC performance of the probe. They are 

required as part of the coupling section. The DC attenua-

tion ratio is: 

Gĵ ^ = ^ = -^ ; (Eq. 4) 
R^ + R̂^ + R^ + R^ R̂i 

for the values indicated, G^^ = 1/10,000. 

In parallel with this DC probe is a fast risetime, 

AC-coupled probe with the same attenuation ratio. The AC 

probe consists of three RC sections, each of which has the 

same time constant, T. Section 1 is the high voltage arm 

and contains R, and C-, . The values of R-ĵ  and C^ are 1000 fi 

and 4 pF, respectively. This yields a time constant of 

= R, C, , or 4 ns. Section 3 is the termination or low 
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voltage arm, consisting of R^ and C^. As before, the time 

constant of this section is T« = 4 ns with R-, = 0.1 fi and 

Co = 40 nF. Likewise, the coupling section also has a time 

constant of 4 ns with Rp = 50 íî and Cp = 80 pF. The 50 Q 

transmission line is terminated with Rp and Cp (R̂  << Rp), 

which minimizes reflections on the cable. The element 

values of the AC probe are chosen such that the attenuation 

ratio, G.p, equals that of the DC probe, constrained by 

C, Ro 
G,. = = ^ , (Eq. 5) 

0^ + 0^ + Co R-ĵ  + R^ + R3 

and by 

^l^l "" ̂2*̂ 2 "̂  ̂3*̂ 3 • ^^^' ^^ 

The high voltage arm is in reality comprised of ten 

identical sections for the reasons previously discussed 

with respect to high frequency response, component availa-

bility, and so on. A schematic of the high voltage arm is 

shown in Figure 7. The DC probe resistors, Ri^d) through 

R.(IO), are each one-tenth of the value of R̂^ in Figure 6, 

or 100 nn each. The AC probe resistors, R-|_(l) through 

R,(10) are each 100 íî, and the capacitors C^(l) through 

C, (10) are 40 pF each. The impedance of each high voltage 

arm in Figures 6 and 7 is mathematically identical for 

lumped elements. 
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Probe Construction 

The high voltage divider is made up of ten i'dentical 

sections, as previously discussed, v;hich are mounted in a 

3 in outside diameter acrylic tube. This assembly is then 

centered in a 10 in inside diameter aluminum cylinder with 

a high voltage bushing on one end and a 50 íî output 

connector on the opposite end. A cross-section of the 

assembly is shown in Figure 8. Figure 9 shows in detail 

how the high voltage arm is assembled. The components of 

each of the ten sections are mounted between 3/32 in thick 

aluminum disks which serve as electrical field grading and 

shielding for the resistors and capacitors. Connections to 

each end of the inner probe are made through sealed 

fittings with standard banana jack contacts. The acrylic 

housing is sealed with 0-rings because the assembly is 

filled with silicone oil for insulating purposes. It would 

not be possible to operate such a device in air at 100 KV 

without excessive corona. 

The input feedthrough insulator on the top of the 

probe was machined from a 3 in thick casting of epoxy. It 

was designed for a long creepage path to inhibit surface 

arcing at high voltages. It is desirable to minimize the 

input capacitance of the probe for decreased high frequency 

loading characteristics, so the insulator tapers down 

toward the outside for a minimal circumferential cross-

section. The insulator has a calculated bursting strength 
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of 150 psi, allowing the probe to be safely pressurized 

with dry nitrogen to 40 psi above atmospiieric pressure. One 

therefore can move the operating point to a higher pd 

(pressure x distance) region on the Paschen breakdown curve 

to eliminate internal corona and arcing. 

The probe output coupling consists of two 40 pF 

ceramic NPO (low voltage coefficient) capacitors and a 

50 Míî resistor mounted across a ceramic support with banana 

jack contacts. It is mounted between the inner probe and a 

modified GR 874 output connector. A new insulator and 

center feedthrough were designed to incorporate 0-rings for 

sealing and for additional strength to support the heavy 

inner probe assembly. 

The output cable is a 50 ft length of RG-214 coaxial 

line and is considered to be a part of the coupling 

network. The cable is connected to an oscilloscope via the 

termination network which includes R^, R^, R5 and C^ (as 

shown in Figure 6), as well as an additional compensation 

network to be described later. 



CHAPTER IV 

COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF THE PROBE RESPONSE 

The Need for a Distributed 
Model for Analysis 

The high voltage probe v/as computer modeled with a 

NET2 transient circuit analysis program; because of the 

complexity of any reasonably accurate, high frequency 

model of such a probe. It is desirable to have a model 

which is accurate to at least 1 ns, inasmuch as the 

response of the probe must be on the order of a fev/ 

nanoseconds. This implies an interest in frequencies in 

the 500 MHz range, v/hich have wavelengths as short as 2 ft 

and less. The probe body is in this range with a length of 

20 in. The circuit model of the probe, therefore, must be 

a distributed network in order to serve as an accurate 

design aid. 

Circuit Model Topology 

Each of the ten sections in the high voltage divider 

is modeled as shown in Figure 10. Elements R^ and C^ 

are the same as previously described in each section of the 

divider shown in Figure 7, and are responsible for the 

primary division ratio. The shunt capacity between the 

26 
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field grading disks is C^. This capacitance forms a loop 

with R^ and C^, and the self-inductance of this loop is 

L'. The shunt capacity was calculated from Equation 7, 

in which: 

eA 
C = — farads per square meter . (Eq. 7) 

D 

In this equation, e is the permitivity of silicone oil, A 

is the area of each disk, and D is the distance between the 

disks. The range of the loop inductance was bounded by 

considering various coaxial geometries in which 

Ô ^ L = — Zn — Henries per meter , (Eq. 8) 
27T a 

where \i^ is the permeability of free space, b, the diameter 

of the outer conductor, and a, the diameter of the current 

conducting region of the inner probe. 

Inductors L| and Ll are identical in value and are 

calculated by viewing the probe as a coaxial transmission 

line, again applying Equation 8 to the probe dimensions. In 

a similar fashion CA, the capacitance between each 

section and the outer housing is 

27TeL 
C = r— farads per meter . (Eq. 9) 
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Typical element values are listed in Figure 10. The 

DC portion of the probe, including resistors Rhd) through 

Rl^dO), and R^ and R^, was not included in this probe 

model, as it has essentially no effect on the risetime 

simulations. This is the result of the much lower 

impedance of the other elements at high frequencies. 

The ten individual sections comprising the high 

voltage arm are connected in cascade and shown in Figure 11 

with the remaining elements of the circuit model. The 

circuit is driven by a voltage source, V,, with an internal 

resistance R, . Elements L, , C, and Cu model the probe's 

high voltage feedthrough with its insulator capacitance and 

self-inductance. 

The coupling section of the probe is Cp with its 

self-inductance Lp. An output transmission line with a 

characteristic impedance of 50 and a one-way transit time 

of 75 ns is included between the coupling capacitor Cp and 

a transmission line terminating resistor Rp, which is 50 íí . 

The output voltage is viewed across the termination netv/ork 

of C^ and R^. 

The output voltage of source V, is controlled by a 

look up table to generate a piecewise linear approximation 

of a 0.5 ns risetime input pulse with a pseudo-Gaussian 

shape. This minimizes any multi-gigahertz noise, which 

would not be relevant, from the output data. It would be 
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quite difficult, as well as unnecessary, to pursue circuit 

modeling at such high frequencies for a probe whose 

intended risetime is on the order of one to two nano-

seconds. 

The NET2 circuit analysis program includes transmis-

sion line models which exhibit the proper delay, impedance 

and reflection characteristics. The model is not accurate 

regarding high frequency, transient distortion for long 

cable lengths, as no provision has been made for frequency 

dependent losses. A complete listing of the input program 

for a typical simulation using NET2 is given in Appendix A. 

This program was extensively modified while studying the 

effects of various component values and configurations. 

Results of the Frobe Circuit Simulations 

Initial Values 

The probe response was simulated approximately fifty 

times while varying component values; this was done to 

determine the effects each component would have on the 

overall response and to optimize values, if possible. 

Several observations \ære made based on the simulations. 

Only a few of the element values are of great 

interest. These include R^ and Cj^, which are the 

non-parasitic elements in each section of the high voltage 

arm, and also R^ and C^ which form the termination or 
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low voltage arm (see Figures 10 and 11). Nominal values 

for these components were determined from the desired 

probe attenuation ratio, surge input impedance and rise-

time. 

Capacitor C^ was chosen to be 40 pF, primarily 

because of component availability. For a ten section high 

voltage arm, this results in a 5 pF series capacitance. 

The termination capacitance, C^, is therefore C, multiplied 

by the desired attenuation ratio of 10,000, which sets C, 

at 40 nF. It was assumed that an RC time constant on the 

same order as the desired risetime would be a good starting 

point for determining R, and R-. In addition, the resis-

tive component of the surge input impedance to first order 

is R, multiplied by the number of sections in the high 

voltage arm. It was desired to keep the input impedance of 

the probe much higher than the source impedance of any 

signals to be measured, which typically would range from a 

fev/ ohms to several tens of olims. Dased on the preceeding 

guidelines, a value of 100 ^ v/as selected for R, , yielding 

a time constant of 4 ns and a surge input resistance of 

1000 Q. The overall surge input impedance will now be 

predominantly determined by the probe input capacitance. 

The termination resistance, R^, is now determined to be 

0.1 n to maintain equal time constants and attenuation 

ratios. 
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High Voltage Arm Analysis 

Several elements of the high voltage arm were 

investigated. Referring to Figure 10, components L' 

Ll, and CX represent physical configuration stray 

self-inductances, and self-capacitances, respectively, of 

the probe body and its housing. These elements are 

considered invariant, inasmuch as the probe was made as 

small as the 100 KV DC rating would allow without potential 

arcing problems. However, for completeness, these elements 

were varied from their nominal values to account for the 

uncertainties in calculating the self-inductance of the 

assembly. The probe response was observed to be quite 

insensitive to variation of these values. The probe input 

capacitance naturally increases if C' is made larger, an 

undesirable condition. 

As was mentioned earlier, C^ is the stray capaci-

tance between the field grading and mounting disks shown in 

Figure 9. Simulations indicate that this is a major source 

of oscillations during the first few nanoseconds of an 

output pulse. Figure 12 shows the simulated output of the 

probe in response to a 0.5 ns risetime, 100 KV pulse from a 

25 Q source (see program in Appendix A). In this case, 

C' is 3 pF. The oscillation at the leading edge of the 

pulse is predominantly caused by C^. In this case, the 

oscillation is considered to be acceptable, as it is 

greater than 1 GHz in frequency. At this time, there are 
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Horizontal scale: 
Vertical scale: 

1 ns/division 
1 V/division 

Figure 12. Computer simulation of the probe output, 
showing oscillations which are caused 
primarily by stray capacitance coupling 
between sections in the high voltage 
arm. 
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no commercially available high input impedance amplifiers 

with bandwidths this great; therefore, little oscillation 

should be observed at this frequency. Increasing C' by a 

factor of two causes the oscillation to persist over twice 

as long, with an initial amplitude many times that shown in 

Figure 12. 

Varying Rj^, the section series resistance, by 20/S 

does not appreciably affect the frequency response of the 

probe, as long as R^ is changed accordingly. Larger 

changes initiate progressively increasing detrimental 

effects. Large increases increase the output risetime due 

to the stray capacitive coupling of the high voltage arm to 

ground, while similar decreases lead to increased oscilla-

tions in the output pulse. These oscillations occur, in 

part, because of underdamping in the loop formed by R' 

C', C^, and LX. In this respect, the effects of L' 

are similar. As Rl is decreased, the entire probe body 

also becomes underdamped, leading to enormous oscillations 

at the output. A value of 100 Q for R^ seems to be 

reasonable. 

C' was set at 40 pF due to availability of this 

component. Larger values of capacitance are acceptable, 

but this requires increasing C^, the termination capaci-

tance. At some point, the physical size of C^ will become 

a problem because of component self-inductance, as will be 

discussed later. Iluch smaller values of C^ lead to 
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slower risetimes, caused by high frequency coupling to the 

probe housing via the stray capacitance C^. Other 

oscillations also build up because of underdamping in the 

R^-C^-C^-L' loop. 

The Coupling Section Analysis 

The coupling section, consisting of Rp, Cp, Lp and the 

output transmission line, was not extensively analyzed; 

only some variation in Lp was considered. A value of 10 nH 

was used for the self-inductance L^ in the simulation shown 

in Figure 12. Higher values of inductance caused increased 

risetime and oscillations. The elements Rp and Cp must be 

adjusted to maintain the relation R-iC, = RpCp = RoC,, where 

Rp = 50 Í2 to provide the transmission line termination 

impedance match. As indicated earlier, the transmission 

line model used in the NET2 program does not exhibit high 

frequency loss. Development of a good transient model for 

the transmission line v/ould have been time-consuming and 

would substantially increase the program running time. In 

addition, resultant attenuations in high frequencies would 

make it more difficult to interpret changes in response 

caused by the variation of other element values in the high 

voltage arm. 

Effects caused by the transmission line occur over a 

period of time equal to twice the one-way transit time of 

the output cable. For 50 ft of polyethylene insulated 
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cable, the total time is 150 ns. Transmission line 

considerations will be discussed further with respect to 

the termination network. 

Termination Analysis 

The termination analysis was performed by simulating 

the simplified circuit shown in Figure 13. This clrcuit 

has the advantage of requiring less computer time to 

simulate, as well as generating no oscillations in the 

simplified high voltage arm. The DC path is also presented 

for ease of inclusion, rather than for its technical value. 

A typical simulation program is listed in Appendix B. The 

200 ns duration input pulse has a 0.5 ns linear risetime, 

as opposed to the more Gaussian shape used in the other 

simulations. 

Initially, R^ was set at 0.1 íî and C^ was set to 

40 nF. These numbers are consistent with an attenuation 

ratio of 10,000:1, with a characteristic time constant of 

4 ns. The self-inductance of R^ and C^ is included as L^. 

The output is observed across these three elements. 

Without the output transmission line, the theoretical 

transfer function of the non-distributed simple probe 

circuit would be constant for all frequencies. As a 

practical matter, a transmission line is a necessary part 

of a high voltage probe in order to isolate the signal 

recording oscilloscope from the high voltage system. The 
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frequency response of the measurement system, therefore, is 

compromised. Referring to Figure 14, one can observe the 

effects of the transmission line on the pulse response of 

the simplified probe model. A linear droop is observed 

starting at the front of the pulse and lasting for a period 

of time equal to twice the transient delay time of the 

output transmission line. In magnitude, this droop is 

related to the capacitance of the transmission line and the 

capacitance of C^ in the termination. The transmission 

line capacitance is: 

T 

Crp = - farads , (Eq. 10) 
z 

where is the one-way transit time and z is the character-

istic impedance of the line. Por the high voltage probe, a 

50 ft long coaxial output cable was desired, which has a 

transit delay time of 75 ns for a 50 íî impedance. This 

implies Cm = 1.5 nF. The expected droop is then 

Q 
D = , (Eq. 11) 

C^ + C^ 

or 3.6^ for the previous va lues . One could decrease the 

droop by increasing Co, as long as the other probe elements 

are adjusted accordingly to maintain the desi red a t t enua -

t i on r a t i o and c h a r a c t e r i s t i c time cons tan t . I t was 
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Horizontal scale: 
Vertical scale: 

25 ns/division 
1 V/division 

Figure 14. Computer simulation of the droop due to 
the termination line and termination 
capacitance. 
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decided to accept this 3.6% error initially. This is not 

unreasonable, as there will be some attenuation of the high 

frequency components of the probe output due to the coaxial 

transmission line losses. The net effect reduces the 

droop, but the actual amount is best measured; analytic 

studies would be tedious and subject to errors caused by 

lack of information on the coaxial cable used. In any 

event, the actual error is near the desired accuracy of the 

overall response. 

A much more severe error is created by the inclusion 

of the self-inductance, L^, of the termination. At very 

high frequencies, the impedance of the termination 

increases because of the increasing impedance of L^. This 

reduces the attenuation ratio of the high voltage probe, 

producing a spike on the front of a fast risetime output 

pulse. The waveform in Figure 15 demonstrates the effect 

of a 0.1 nH inductance in the termination; note the 

overshoot of 300% with a duration of about 0.5 ns. A 

slight dip occurs after the overshoot due to the lower 

termination impedance as the network passes through 

resonance. Increasing the inductance to 0.5 nH increases 

the overshoot approximately 1000%; the dip increases by 

four times. 

The overshoot is directly related to the risetime of 

the input pulse, which was 0.5 ns in the previous case. 

The desired risetime of the probe is a few nanoseconds or 
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Horizontal scale 
Vertical scale: 

2 ns/division 
5 V/division 

Figure 15. Computer simulation of the oscillation 
and overshoot caused by the termina-
tion inductance of 0.1 nH. 
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less, so this is not an unrealistically low input risetime 

for the simulations. The situation improves, however, when 

one considers the bandwidth of the oscilloscope vertical 

amplifiers which will be used. The highest bandwidth, high 

input impedance amplifier currently available is near 

250 MHz with a corresponding risetime of 1.4 ns. An 

overshoot of 0.5 ns duration will be attenuated by the 

amplifier itself. One is not so fortunate with respect to 

the dip following the overshoot. The duration of this dip 

is at least 10 ns, and it will be faithfully reproduced by 

the amplifier. It is, therefore, essential to minimize the 

inductance of the termination to near 0.1 nH total. The 

dip caused by this small an inductance can be compensated 

by other means if necessary. 

Conclusions of the Simulation Studies 

The computer simulations indicate that a high voltage 

probe constructed as indicated should have a minimum 

risetime of near 1 ns, as was indicated by the waveform in 

Figure 12. It is assumed that one can fabricate a termina-

tion netv̂ ork with a suitably low inductance to preserve the 

desired risetime and frequency response. Due to the low 

inductance required, fabrication of the termination will be 

difficult. 



CHAPTER V 

HIGH VOLTAGE PROBE PERFORîlANCE 
EVALUATION 

System Configuration 

In order to test the probe, it was necessary to 

generate high voltage, fast risetime pulses with a constant 

amplitude. This was done by using coaxial transmission 

lines, in conjunction with a high speed switch, as a 

pulse forming line. The system is laid out as shown in 

Figure 16. Tv/o Tektronix 113 delay cables are connected in 

series to form the charged line for a mercury wetted, 

coaxial relay sv/itch. Each 50 Q cable has a 60 ns delay 

and a risetime of less than 100 ps. These two cables, 

connected in series with two short 50 Q, patch cables, 

connect to a very fast closure time coaxial switch module. 

The mechanical switch closes in about 0.5 ns. After the 

cables have been charged to as high as 3000 V, the switch 

closes to inject a 250 ns long pulse into a 50 output 

transmission line. The output pulse amplitude is one-half 

the charge voltage and the duration is twice the one-way 

transit time of the charge line. The output risetime is 

the same as the switch closure time. 

44 
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A special adapter was required to connect the test 

pulse to the probe input. This consisted of a tapered 

coaxial transmission line to adapt the GR874 cable con-

nector to the 10 in diameter of the probe input. A picture 

of the adaptor is shovm in Figure 17. The adaptor was made 

from two concentric cones with a constant 25 ^ impedance 

throughout the length of the structure. The input end has 

a GR874 connector and the output end is terminated in the 

characteristic impedance of the cone structure. The 25 

termination is made with eleven 270 ^, 2 \/ resistors in 

parallel, equally spaced around the center conductor to 

ground. The adaptor is clamped around the top of the high 

voltage probe for the ground connection, and a banana jack 

mates the input of the probe to the center of the adaptor. 

One of the termination resistors v/as actually a 220 9. 

resistor, which connected to the center of a second GR874 

connector at the output end of the adaptor. Two 100 ^ 

resistors in parallel with this connector, together with an 

external 50 ^ cable, connect the 220 ^ resistor to ground. 

This serves as a miniature divider for accurately monitor-

ing the input voltage. The response of the monitor is 

indicated in Figure 18. The adaptor was pulsed with a 

50 ps risetime source from a time domain reflectometry 

(TDR) system, and the monitor output observed with a 90 ps 

risetime sampling head. The observed risetime was 300 ps. 
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Figure 17. The terminated adaptor used 
to connect the test pulse 
generator to the high volt-
age probe input. The probe 
is connected to the large 
diameter end with the input 
pulse connected to the GR 
connector at the apex of the 
cone. 
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Horizontal scale: 0.5 ns/division 
Vertical scale: 2.5 MV/division 

Figure 18. The response of the adapter cone moni-
tor as observed with a 90 ps risetime 
sainpling oscilloscope. The monitor 
risetime is 300 ps. 
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which is more than adequate for these studies. Two wires 

with ferrite beads on them were place next to the body of 

the 220 fi resistor and connected to ground. These v/ere 

trimmed to minimize the 2.5 GHz oscillation observed at the 

leading edge of the monitor output pulse. 

The input capacity of the probe is approximately 

10 pF, which requires a lovi impedance drive source for 

sub-nanosecond risetimes. For this reason, the impedance 

of the adaptor was designed to be 25 Í2 instead of 50 íî . 

This ensures that the probe input capacitance will not not 

significantly increase the risetime of the test pulse. The 

adaptor does not match the impedance of the source, so 

reflections are generated, which appear as a ringing square 

wave which rapidly dies out. The first 250 ns of the test 

waveform is perfectly flat and it was within this time 

windov/ that all high speed measurements were made. In all 

likelihood, the impedance of the adaptor could have been 

the more obvious 50 Q impedance without significant 

risetime degradation. Slightly higher input voltages would 

also be possible with a matched 50 íî system. The lower 

impedance, however, results in slightly faster risetimes, 

and was selected for this reason. 

Termination Investigation 

The computer simulations indicated the sensitivity of 

the high frequency response of the probe to the inductance 
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of the termination. An attempt was made to construct a 

termination from readily available discrete resistors and 

capacitors which would minimize the self-inductance to as 

low a value as possible. The desired values for the 

termination elements are 0.1 íî and 40 nF of capacitance. A 

combination of ten parallel segments was constructed to 

have these overall values. By combining the ten circuits 

in parallel, it is possible to lower the total inductance 

relative to that of a single RC circuit. To obtain the 

correct termination impedance, each resistor is 1 íî and 

each capacitor is 4 nF. Each of the ten RC circuits was 

connected between the center conductor and the ground ring 

of a modified GR874 connector. The elements were arranged 

in an equally spaced radial pattern with the resistors 

connecting to ground and the capacitors connected to the 

center conductor of the connector. The resistors protrude 

past the outside of the connector and were covered with a 

small copper can to serve as the ground return and reduce 

the inductance of each resistor to the minimum obtainable. 

With this arrangement, the output of the termination is 

from the center of the GR connector to ground. A BNC 

connector was attached to allow direct connection to the 

oscilloscope plug-in amplifier. In addition, an 18.7 ^ 

resistor was connected in series with the two connectors to 

damp any oscillation between the termination and the 
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oscilloscope input capacitance. The complete termination 

is shown in the right hand portion of Figure 19. 

Initial testing of the probe with this discrete 

element termination was not encouraging. The output 

displayed a substantial overshoot lasting for 3 ns, 

combined with damped oscillations in the 200 to 500 MHz 

range. Increasing the oscilloscope input damping resis-

tance was not helpful. An estimation of the inductance of 

the termination was the made by observing the response of 

the network using a TDR system. Based on tlie wave shape of 

a pulse reflected from the termination, the inductance was 

determined to be 4 nH. From the computer simulation data, 

one must conclude that this is an unacceptably high 

inductance. Reducing the inductance by a factor of ten or 

more was necessary. 

The physical size of the resistors and capacitors used 

determine, to a large degree, the termination inductance. 

This is especially important in relation to the 1/4 W 

resistors which were used in the discrete element termina-

tion. A logical approach to lowering the termination 

inductance is to employ microwave circuit or hybrid 

technology. Hybrid circuits utilize miniature chip 

components without wire leads. These chips are soldered 

directly onto ceramic substrate printed circuits. In this 

manner, the self-inductance of the circuit elements is 

reduced. 
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A new termination was fabricated in the electronics 

hybrid facility of the Los Alamos National Laboratory. I t 

consists of a small ceramic disk with metalized rings 

around the outside of the disk and also around a small hole 

through i t s center. As before, the circuit has ten 

parallel segments soldered between these two rings. The 

outer diameter of the disk is the same as that of a GR874 

connector, allowing the circuit to be sandwiched between 

two connectors. In Figure 19, one can see the hybrid 

circuit as well as the connector mounting assembly. The 

hybrid termination was tested with a high frequency network 

analyzer, which indicated that the impedance of the 

termination was very low for al l frequencies between 

100 MHz and 1 GHz. The network analyzer was not capable of 

accurately measuring impedances below a few ohms; however, 

an inductance of 1 nH would have an impedance of over 6 ̂  

at 1 GHz, which is high enough to be easily observed with 

the network analyzer. 

The hybrid response was also observed with the TDR 

system. Oscillations were observed at frequencies above 

2 GHz, but there were no indications that the termination 

would not perform very well for signal risetimes greater 

than 1 ns. These signals will not have significant 

frequency components above 500 MHz. 

The hybrid termination was tested in the same manner 

as the discrete element termination. A damping resistor 
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was again connected in series with the oscilloscope input. 

The system response was clearly improved by the use of the 

hybrid circuit, although additional problems arose. 

Referring to the response shown in Figure 20, one observes 

undesirable oscillations at the start of the pulse; the 

termination circuit was not the primary source of these 

oscillations. 

Probe Input Characteristics 

Attention was focussed on the probe in an effort to 

determine the source of the observed oscillations. One 

common technique used to damp circuit oscillations is to 

insert ferrite cores or beads into the circuit [26]. Loss 

inductors, formed by using ferrite material, introduce 

resistive losses at high frequencies which inhibit circuit 

oscillations. Small ferrite beads were placed on the 100 íî 

resistors in the probe high voltage arm. These ferrites 

were 0.125 inches in diameter and the same in width. 

Various combinations of bead material and quantities were 

examined to determine the response of the probe. The 

generalized response is typified by the waveform shown in 

Figure 21. The high frequency bandwidth of the probe 

system is greatly reduced when sufficient quantities of 

ferrite beads are employed to reduce the oscillations 

observed at the start of the pulse. There is also a low 

amplitude oscillation at a frequency slightly above 
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Horizontal scale 
Vertical scale: 

2 ns/division 
20 MV/division 

Figure 20. The initial probe response with the 
new hybrid termination. The oscilla-
tions are due to the input coupling 
of the probe body. 
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Horizontal scale: 2 ns/division 
Vertical scale: 20 MV/division 

Pigure 21. Typical probe response with ferrite 
beads used in the high voltage arm 
in an attempt to reduce the high 
frequency oscillations. 
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500 MHz, but this was not directly related to the ferrite 

beads. 

In studying the response characteristics of the 

ferrite beads, it was determined that a major component of 

the oscillation was generated at the input end of the 

probe. The inductance of the input bushing appeared to be 

sufficiently high to allow oscillations in conjunction with 

parasitic capacitive elements near the input end of the 

high voltage arm. Series resistance was then added to the 

probe input on both sides of the input bushing; the input 

section oscillation was seen to be effectively damped. 

Optimum response was obtained with 56 fi resistance con-

nected between the adaptor cone and the probe bushing 

input, with another 100 Q risetime between the bushing 

output and the high voltage arm input. At that time, the 

results of the investigation were obscured by additional 

difficulties in coupling the hybrid to the oscilloscope 

input without generating oscillations. This led to some 

difficulty in interpreting the results of changes at the 

probe input. The damping values were, however, the optimum 

ones for the input bushing which was in use at the time. 

Probe Compensation 

The desired response accuracy of the overall probe 

system was + 1%. Observing the response with the 250 ns 

long pulse indicated an initial fast rise to 92f. of the 
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final value, but a much longer time to reach the peak. The 

cable pulse generator was then modified to produce much 

longer pulses. The charge line cables were removed and 

replaced with a low inductance, 1.0 yF capacitor which was 

charged v/ith a DC power supply. The termination resistors 

were removed from the adaptor cone so the only DC path from 

the generator was through the high voltage probe to ground. 

When the pulse generator switch was closed, a fast risetime 

pulse was generated which remained at the power supply 

voltage until the switch was opened. Pulse lengths of up 

to several seconds were generated in this manner. There 

are transient impedance mismatches in this system which are 

manifested in oscillations which decay in about 20 ns 

after the start of the pulse. This technique is used only 

when observing the probe response on much longer time 

scales. 

A second slowly rising output phase of the probe 

response was found to occur on millisecond time scales. 

During this phase, the probe output voltage rises an 

additional 20f. over the next 20 ms. In order to preserve a 

flat pulse response, it is necessary to compensate the 

output response over two considerably different time 

scales. The first phase occurs during the first 400 ns and 

the second phase lasts an additional 20 ms. 

A circuit was developed which, when properly adjusted, 

permitted a linear probe response within + 5% for the first 
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7 ns, and within + 0.5^ for all other times; DC gain 

accuracy was also obtained. The complete circuit is shown 

in Figure 22, in which we have the transmission line 

terminating resistor R^, the hybrid circuit R^ and C^, the 

oscilloscope input circuit R^ and C^, and all other 

elements for compensation. 

The high frequency compensation is provided by R., C., 

and C^. The DC and lower frequency compensation is 

accomplished through R^, C^, R^, and R^. The high fre-

quency compensation is provided by a single-pole, high-pass 

section, which has a time constant of 125 ns. With respect 

to the first 400 ns, this compensation attenuates the final 

output voltage to the same value as that of the initial 

step. The result is a flat response over this time period. 

The lower frequency compensation is obtained in an identi-

cal fashion. A single-pole, high-pass filter is used as 

before, although the pole frequency is four orders of 

magnitude lower. There is, however, considerable inter-

action between the low frequency compensation and the DC 

gain accuracy, requiring an iterative adjustment process to 

optimize the response. Figure 23 shows the optimum low 

frequency compensation, in addition to two other cases in 

which Rf- and RQ are not properly set. 

The manner in whlch the hybrid circuit is attached to 

the oscilloscope input is extremely important in minimizing 

oscillations at the leading edge of the output pulse. This 
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Horizontal scale: 
Vertical scale: 

5 ms/division 
5 MV/division 

Figure 23. The termination response with correct 
low frequency compensation (flat 
response) and two cases of improper 
adjustment. 
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was achieved by constructing a microstrip transmission line 

circuit between the hybrid circuit and a male BNC connector 

which connects directly to the vertical amplifier input. 

The critical high frequency path is through R^, C^, C^, and 

Rg of the compensator. Capacitors Cp and C^ are parallel 

combinations of leadless ceramic capacitors connected 

directly in series with the stripline. The stripline is 

0.25 in wide, 1.5 in long, and made from 0.063 in thick, 

double-sided copper clad glass-epoxy printed circuit board. 

Resistors R,, and RQ are damping elements connected in 

series víith each end of the stripline. Values of 10 Q, each 

are obtained using two 1/4 W metal film resistors in 

parallel for both R„ and Ro. Lower values of resistance 

cause oscillations which are very similar to those created 

by an underdamped input to the probe high voltage arm. 

The stripline is enclosed in a small shielding box 

which is just large enough to contain it and several 

adjustment potentiometers. The inductance of these low 

frequency components is not critical. 

Final Results 

The optimum response of the high voltage probe after 

compensation is shown in Figure 24. A 1000 V pulse was 

applied to the input of the probe and the output is 

displayed at 1 ns per division horizontally and 10 mV per 

division vertically. The input and output pulses are 
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input - ^ 

^^^^ output 

Horizontal scale: 
Vertical scale: 

1 ns/division 
125 V/division 

Figure 24. Optimum high frequency response of the 
high voltage probe showing the input 
and output superimposed. 
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superimposed for comparison. Both waveforms were displayed 

on a Tektronix 7834 storage oscilloscope using the same 

7A16A vertical amplifier. The system risetime is observed 

to be 1.3 ns, implying a 270 MHz bandwidth. The oscillo-

scope and vertical amplifier displayed essentially the same 

1.3 ns risetime when pulsed with a 50 ps risetime tunnel 

diode pulse generator, indicating that the 7A16A amplifier 

is the limiting device for the system bandwidth. The 

measured risetime of the 7834 mainframe was 0.8 ns. 

The compensation circuit increased the overall 

attenuation ratio to 12,500:1. 

High Voltage Testing 

Several tests were performed on the probe to establish 

the high voltage characteristics. These included DC 

testing, fast risetime tests, and high peak voltage tests. 

Special apparatus was constructed for each test. 

High Voltage DC easurements 

The high voltage probe was pressurized to 40 psig to 

prevent arcing and corona formation within the probe 

housing. A flange assembly was bolted to the top of the 

probe, which allowed the input bushing terminal to be 

completely submersed in transformer oil; a high voltage 

lead could then be connected to the probe input without 

danger of flashover. The input voltage v/as set to 105 KV 
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and maintained at this level for 4 hrs to allow the probe 

sufficient time to stabilize. The DC resistance of the 

probe is 1050 m, leading to 10.5 W of dissipated power at 

105 KV. No arcing or corona was observed throughout the 

test. There was some turbulence in the oil on top of the 

probe, indicating charge injection into the oil from high 

gradient points on the input wiring. The DC attenuation 

ratio increased by 2% as the probe temperature increased to 

an equilibrium temperature approximately 15° F above 

ambient. 

mpulse Overvoltage Testing 

The probe v/as connected to the output of a Ilarx bank 

pulse generator to test for internal arcing within the high 

voltage arm under high pulsed voltage conditions. Pulses 

of 160 KV peak amplitude with a duration of 25 ns were 

applied to the input of the probe with no indication of 

breakdown. The output pulse shape of the narx generator 

had not been independently characterized, so little can be 

inferred from the observed pulse shape. Figure 25 shows 

the observed output waveform which exhibits the classical 

exponential tail of a Marx bank discharging into a load 

resistance, 23 ^ in this case. The probe was connected at 

the junction of the Marx generator output cable and a 

longer section of cable which served as a transient load. 

Connections were made to the probe input under oil; these 
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Horizontal scale: 10 ns/division 
Vertical scale: 20 KV/division 

Figure 25. Output of the high voltage probe when 
driven by a fast Marx generator for 
overvoltage testing. The peak input 
voltage is near 160 KV. 
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connections were not considered to be of sufficiently low 

inductance to prevent some oscillation. Special adaptors 

would be necessary for more accurate testing. 

The ten-section Marx bank had been charged to 20 KV 

per section, so the observed 160 KV across 23 Q is quite 

reasonable, considering the short length of the output 

pulse. This test was performed primarily to demonstrate 

the high peak voltage capability of the probe and also to 

characterize the Marx generator, whose output had not 

previously been observed. 

Risetime Evaluation 

It was necessary to construct another pulser to 

generate a fast risetime pulse with an amplitude suffi-

cient to test for nonlinearities relative to applied 

voltage level. Such a device was assembled based on the 

operation of the lower voltage pulser used for the previous 

fast pulse studies. 

A spark gap was used as the switch between two 12 ft 

long, 23 íî high voltage coaxial cables. One cable was 

charged with a high voltage power supply. The spark gap, a 

low inductance point-to-point design, switched via self-

breakdown to generate a 35 ns long pulse which propagated 

down the output cable. A flat plate was connected to the 

top of the probe to which the output cable ground connec-

tion was made. The center conductor of the cable passed 
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through the top plate to connect to the probe input, again 

submersed in oil. When the output pulse reached the probe 

input, the pulse amplitude doubled because of the high 

impedance termination which the probe input represents. A 

diagram of the system is shown in Figure 26. Pulses over 

60 KV in amplitude were generated in this manner. 

The pulse risetime was not known, but was measured 

with the high voltage probe with the results displayed in 

Figure 27. The observed risetime was approximately 1.5 ns, 

which is near the theoretical limit of the measurement 

system. The pulse shape is quite reasonable, particularly 

when one considers the relatively simple method by which 

the output cable was connected to the probe input. 

Pulse Repetition Rate Considerations 

The input resistance of the probe is 1050 IIQ, which is 

sufficiently high to allow DC operation at over 100 KV. At 

high frequencies, the input impedance is much lower, 

leading to increased power dissipation. 

The 100 ^ resistors in the high voltage arm dissipate 

most of the power at frequencies above a few megahertz, 

which leads to a maximum pulse repetition rate (PRR) for a 

given input voltage level. For 100 KV pulses, the maximum 

PRR should be limited to 1000 pps. The PRR is inversely 

proportional to the square of the input voltage. 
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Horizontal scale: 1 ns/division 
Vertical scale: 12.5 KV/division 

Figure 27. The output of the spark gap switched 
cable pulser charged to 30 KV as 
viewed with the high voltage probe. 



CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONS 

Present Capabilities 

A high voltage probe incorporating the following 

principal results was designed, constructed, and tested: 

1. 100 KV DC and AC rating; 

2. system risetime of 1.3 ns; and 

3. overall accuracy of ĵ  1%. 

This level of performance is appropriate for the experi-

ments which originally lead to the design effort. 

Limitations 

Due to the size of the high voltage probe, it is not 

easily used on existing hardware. The difficulties 

involved in coupling the signals to the probe input without 

reflections and oscillations require the experimental 

equipment to be intimately coupled to the input of the 

probe. The experiment which led to the development of this 

probe was designed after the probe was constructed so as to 

mount directly on top of the probe body. The input bushing 

was redesigned to aid in this effort by making the center 

conductor much larger in diameter on the top side of the 

71 
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insulator. This eliminated the need for the damping 

resistor on top of the probe insulator. 

The termination and compensation network must be 

adjusted for a single amplifier; hence, other plug-in 

amplifiers cannot be interchanged without recalibration. 

These adjustments are tedious and require special hardware, 

such as the input adaptor cone. 

Voltage Scaleability 

No limitations were found which would prevent one from 

making similar probes for much higher voltages. Additional 

sections could be added to the high voltage arm for 

increased voltage holdoff; however, as the physical size of 

the probe increases, one would expect the system risetime 

also to increase. 

Recommendations for Addltional Studies 

The large size of the probe assembly causes difficul-

ties in coupling signals to the system. By replacing the 

gas insulation with oil, it would be possible to use a 

smaller diameter housing, but at the expense of increasing 

the input capacitance. 

The high voltage arm could be made considerably more 

compact by employing hybrid technology. Chip capacitors 

have been developed for voltage as high as a few kilovolts. 
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One could increase the number of sections in the high 

voltage arm to as many as necessary for high voltages, 

while decreasing the overall length by a factor of two or 

more. Using the small hybrid components would also reduce 

the capacitance to ground. 

Some consideration might also be given to using a 

tapered outer housing on such a small probe to match the 

surge impedance of the high voltage arm to the geometry of 

the components. This, in conjunction with the other size 

reductions, might enable one to construct a high voltage 

arm for 50 to 100 KV with a frequency response extending 

into the multi-gigahertz range. At these frequencies, it 

would be desirable to place the termination directly on the 

base of the probe housing. Using hybrid technology, a 

buffer amplifier could be put on the same substrate as the 

basic termination to drive a terminated 50 ^ line. An air 

dielectric cable could be used to transport the output 

signal to a multi-gigahertz bandwidth, 50 íî input impedance 

oscilloscope. 
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APPENDIX A 

THE NET2 NETV/ORK ANALYSIS PROGRAM USED TO 
SIMULATE THE HIGH VOLTAGE ARM OF 

THE PROBE UNDER DEVELOPMENT 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 

*plOOa 
rl : 
r2 ! 
r3 J 
r4 : 
r5 i 
r6 ; 
r7 : 
r8 : 
r9 ' 
rlO 
rll 
rl2 
Cl ' 
c2 ' 
c3 : 
c4 : 
c5 ; 
c6 ; 
c7 : 
c8 : 
c9 • 

clO 
cll 
cl2 
cl3 
cl4 
cl5 
cl6 
cl7 
cl8 
cl9 
c20 
c21 
c22 
c23 
c24 
c25 
c26 
c27 
c28 
c29 
c30 
c31 
c32 
c33 
c34 
11 
12 

3 6 p4 
3 11 p4 
3 11 p4 
18 21 p4 
23 26 p4 
28 31 p4 
33 36 p4 
38 41 p4 
43 46 p4 
48 51 p4 
54 55 50 
56 50 0.1 
4 5 p7 
^ 10 p7 
14 15 p7 
19 20 p7 
24 25 p7 
29 30 p7 
34 35 P7 
39 40 p7 
44 45 p7 
49 50 1.8e-12 
3 4 p5 
8 9 P5 
13 14 p5 
18 19 p5 
23 24 p5 
28 29 p5 
33 34 p5 
38 39 P5 
43 44 p5 
48 49 p5 
6 7 p6 
11 12 p6 
16 17 p6 
21 22 p6 
26 27 p6 
31 32 p6 
36 37 p6 
41 42 p6 
46 47 p6 
51 52 p6 
1 0 p7 
2 0 1.5e-12 
53 54 80e-12 
55 56 40e-9 
2 3 pl 
4 8 pl 
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50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
80 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 

13 9 13 pl 
14 14 18 pl 
15 15 23 pl 
16 24 28 pl 
17 29 33 pl 
18 34 38 pl 
19 39 43 pl 
110 44 48 pl 
111 0 5 p2 
112 5 10 p2 
113 10 15 p2 
114 15 20 p2 
115 20 25 p2 
116 25 30 p2 
117 30 35 p2 
118 35 40 p2 
119 40 45 p2 
120 45 50 p2 
121 7 4 p3 
122 12 9 p3 
123 17 14 p3 
124 22 19 p3 
125 27 24 p3 
126 32 29 p3 
127 37 34 p3 
128 42 39 p3 
129 47 44 p3 
130 52 49 p3 
131 1 2 44e-9 
132 49 53 lOe-9 
vl 1 0 tablel(time), 25 
pl 11 e-9 
p2 lOe-9 
p3 15e-9 
p4 100 
p5 3e-12 
p6 40e-12 
p7 le-12 
tablel 

le-9 0 
1.05e-9 .002e5 
l.le-9 .01e5 
1.15e-9 .025e5 
1.2e-9 .04e5 
1.25e-9 .07e5 
1.3e-9 .13e5 
1.7e-9 .87e5 
1.75e-9 .93e5 
1.8e-9 .96e5 
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99 1.85e-0 .975e5 
100 1.9e-9 .99e5 
101 1.95e-9 .998e5 
102 2e-9 le5 
103 xl=n(55)-n(50) 
104 x2=n(49)-n(50) 
105 x2=n(24)-n(25) 
106 data 
107 maxstep=le-10 
108 statel 
109 time 0 (400) 20e-9 
110 print n(l) 
111 print n(2) 
112 print xl 
113 print x3 
114 print x2 
115 end 



APPENDIX B 

THE NET2 NETWORK ANALYSIS PROGRAM USED TO 
SIMULATE THE RESPONSE OF THE PROBE 

TERMINATION 
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1 *probelOO 
2 vl 9 0 tablel(time) 
3 tablel 
4 le-9 0 
5 1.5e-9 le5 
6 2e-7 le5 
7 2.005e-7 0 
8 rl 1 2 1000 
9 r2 1 3 le9 
10 r3 3 4 le5 
11 r4 5 6 50 
12 r5 6 7 .1 
13 r6 6 0 le5 
14 r7 9 1 50 
15 cl 2 3 4e-12 
16 c2 3 4 80e-12 
17 c3 7 8 50e-9 
18 11 8 0 le-10 
19 tline 4 5 0 200 50, 75a-9, .15 
20 data 
21 maxstep=5e-10 
22 statel 
23 time 0 (499) 20e-9 
24 print n(l) 
25 print n(3) 
26 state2 
27 time 74e-9 (499) 94e-9 
28 print n(6) 
29 end 


